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SMART TRAIN SERVICE » FARE BACKLASH

Everyone pays for it,
but not all on board

Hillary Clinton

Clinton
quizzed
by FBI
on email
Voluntary interview at
agency’s office described
as ‘businesslike,’ ‘civil’
By AMY CHOZICK
NEW YORK TIMES
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ON THE PLATFORM: Matt Stevens of Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit walks Wednesday on the platform at the Sonoma County Airport station on Airport Boulevard in
Santa Rosa. Rail officials have faced a backlash from North Bay residents concerned the fares are too high and price-setting process had little public input.

Region grapples with challenge of pricing commuter rail service
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

G

reen and gray commuter trains are making near-daily practice runs on the 43-mile
line stretching from Santa Rosa to San Rafael, where passenger service will resume at the
end of this year following a half-century absence.
Of the crucial decisions that directors overseeing Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit have
faced since voters in the two counties approved
commuter rail service in 2008, perhaps none has
been so controversial as the fares established for
riders last month.
In a 9-2 vote at the end of a three-hour meeting
June 1 at SMART’s Petaluma headquarters, the
agency’s directors authorized base and zone fares
that add up to a $9.50 one-way trip from Santa
Rosa to San Rafael, or $19 round-trip.
Discounts will offer lower fares for youth,
seniors, veterans, college students and disabled
riders, as well as commuters who get their tickets
in bulk through employers. And SMART officials
say the largest share of their estimated 3,000 daily riders will make short trips, resulting in lower
overall tolls.
Still, in the days after the decision, rail officials
have faced considerable backlash from North
Bay residents concerned the fares are too high.
The decision, critics say, came with little public
input.
“Clearly, we made a number of people very un-

TRAIN TEST RUN: Traffic on Coffey Lane is visible inside a train on a test run Wednesday in Santa Rosa.
happy,” said Jake Mackenzie, a SMART director
and vice mayor of Rohnert Park who voted with
the board majority.
Mackenzie and fellow board members who voted for the fares, along with SMART staff, say the
fares are affordable and fair. They argue the fares
TURN TO SMART » PAGE A12

INSIDE
■ How do SMART’s train fares stack
up to other commuter rail systems
around the state? / A10
■ Breaking down the cost to ride
the train between Sonoma and
Marin County stations / A12

A generation’s European identity shaken
By AURELIEN BREEDEN
NEW YORK TIMES

PARIS — You could say theirs
is the Generation of Three E’s.
There is Erasmus, the European Union program that organizes and subsidizes student
exchanges among universities
across its 28 countries and elsewhere. There is easyJet, the
budget airline that lets them
hop between European cities as
simply and cheaply as it can be
to trek across town. And there
is the euro, the currency used in
most of the member countries.
Young adults are now grappling with what Britain’s vote to

exit the European Union means
for their profoundly European
way of life. For them, it is perfectly normal to grow up in one
country, study in another, work
in a third, share a flat with people who have different passports
and partner up without regard
to nationality.
“It means that we are not going to be sisters and brothers
of a big project,” said Antoine
Guéry, 24, a Frenchman whose
résumé and network of friends
provide a crash course in European geography.
“At best, we are going to be
allies” — friends, but no longer
TURN TO IDENTITY » PAGE A2

The FBI interviewed Hillary
Clinton on Saturday morning
for its investigation into whether
she or her aides broke the law by
corresponding through a private
email server set up for her use as
secretary of state, a controversy
that has dogged her presidential
campaign and provided fodder
to her political rivals.
The voluntary interview,
which took place over 3½ hours
at FBI headTRUMP’S
quarters
in
Wa s h i n g t o n , INNUENDO
largely focused GOP candidate’s
on the Justice eagerness to emDepartment’s brace birther idea
central ques- laid groundwork
tion: Did the ac- for bedeviling his
tions of Clinton political
or her staff rise rivals / B1
to the level of
criminal mishandling of classified information?
It could take weeks or longer
to reach a decision, but news
that Clinton, the Democratic
Party’s presumptive nominee,
had been questioned in the J.
Edgar Hoover Building three
weeks before her party’s convention quickly reverberated.
The Republican National
Committee called the step “unprecedented,” while Clinton’s
expected opponent in the race
for the White House, Donald
Trump, wasted little time before
weighing in.
“It is impossible for the FBI
not to recommend criminal
charges against Hillary Clinton,” Trump wrote on Twitter
Saturday. “What she did was
wrong!”
The interview had been
weeks in the making as law enforcement officials and Clinton’s
team coordinated schedules.
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Auschwitz survivor and
Nobel laureate became
a witness for Jews killed
during World War II / B1
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Germans Kim Seele, right, and Carolina Leersch talk on Skype with Parisian Antoine Guery in Berlin. The trio are part of a young generation that
sees itself as European thanks to cross-border travel and study.
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